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Dear Peter

Plain Pack Proposals - ZWTA

you asked •e wb.tbor Zr%A had taken a position an the Canadian plain pack
natter . You will be pleased to know that they have done so, and have
forwarded a copy of their submission to the standing camittoo, an wealth to
an. I attach a copy for your information . I have copied this, as you will
• .e, to David bacon and to Astrid Arnold .

In addition I will be sending it to Ton Tully at !DC and others on the Plain
took Group .

with all boot visbss .

Tours sincerely ,

David I.

one

cc Astrid Arnold - SAS . stain.
David boom - nap . stains
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1133 Avenue of the Amer.-as. New York, NY 10036-6710 USA
TO190horm 212-768-9687 Fu: 212-766-7796
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FACSr ETRANSMiSSION

Date: 27 April 1994

Number of Pages (including this covet sheet) : 5

To: Ridtard M. Berman Fix Number: 612.540.2268
General Milt . Inc.
Toni Poison Ashton 416-595-1163
SIM A Mc8urttey

David E. puke 613-563-9869
Gowling, Smithy & Henderson
Robert Eck 212.878-2498
Philip Morris, Inc.
Jerome Qilson 312-321-4299
R+lltian 3?fAk$ Hofer
Gllron & Lion

cc: Vinocat F . Bick, Jr .
RI. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

JDavid A. Latham
Lovell White Dwmnt

John McDonald
Rothmans. Banton & Medici Inc .

Robin A. Rolfe
John Be1133-Brooks
Richard Wagner

From: Bruce J. MacPherson
International Manager

919-741-7598

013 .44-71-248-4212

4i6-442-3672

If you do not receive all the pages Indicated above phase call 212/768-9887 as soon as possibl e
and ask for Dion .

5TJ JECT: Canada Pfd Paeka ft Wgotal

Attached for your files is the 16am from Rich Berman to the Canadian Parliament's Standing
Committee on Health providing INTA's comments on the plain packaging proposal for tobacco
prod=U .

Thanks to everyone, especially David Clarke, for your help and guidance on this issue ,

Best regards,

Founded im 1878 alb* United $[GWi Traoo7hrk A"wSt;on
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April 27, 1994

The Honorable Roger Simmons
Cbairmat t
Standing Committee on Health
House of Commons,
Parliament Will ,
Ottawa, Canada
KIA 0A 6

Dear Mr. Chairman :

1 .04

Re: Plain Packaging of Tobacco Prodscts

On behalf of the International Trademark Association (WrA), I wish to express the
Awodatioe'a concerts regarding the potential impact that the pin packaging proposal far
tobacco products being studied by your Committee may have on trademark owners generally and
the public at large . The law of trademarks is the oldest . most pervasive, and in many respects,
the most legally complex area of intellectual property law . The plain packaging proposal for
tobacco products being considered by Parliament would restrict trademark owners in exercising
their right to identify their goods in such a mariner so as to distinguish those goods from others
in the marketplace . Indeed, the plain packaging proposal is the antithesis of all that the law of
trademwks seeks to protect, i .e., the prevention of public deception as to the origin and
consistency of goods and services-

INTA is a 116 year-old, not-for-profit, worldwide membership organization representing over
2,700 corporations, package design firms, law firma and processional associations in 99
countries . In Canada, there are over ninety INTA members. including some of Canada's most
prominent firms . Canadian members . directly or indirectly, represent the interests of the vast
majority of Canadian trademark owners. INTA's membership, which crosses all industry lines
and includes both manufacturers and rat filers, is united in our goals of supporting the essential
role trademarks play in promoting effective commerce, protecting the interests of consumers,
and encouraging free and fair competition . Because of its diverse membership and as a matter
of overall INTA policy, the Association does not take positions on matters of public policy
unless the underlying principles and functions of trademarks or the trademark system are
invotvtad.

ceunoa o • sic as The Unr.N StJtet T,aoen'am Ass:a a^en
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The Association. therefore, takes no cos ► tion on the public policy and health issues as they relate
to the plain packaging of tobacco prouucts . nor does the Association Was a position as to any
legislation which does not relate directly to the nghts of trademark owners . flTI'A's conga
relates only to the plain packaging proposal that restricts the use of distinctive packaging which
includes the trademark logo or symbol (commonly referred to as striae dress") by tobacco
companies, and the precedent that such a proposal would set for all trademark owners wishing
to distinguish their goods from the goods of others . The deleterious effects of requiring plain
packaging on tobacco products would be significant on the economic benefits derived from
trademarks, particularly in germs of job creation, and on government and private efforts to
combat counterfeit goods and to maintain control over those responsible for any product.
Accordingly, INTA strongly recommends that the Standing Committee on Health reject the plain
packaging proposal . Perhaps a brief explanation of their: issues might assist the Standing
Committee on Health in its delibcrauuti, to the roach the same conclusion . ,

1%e &Canomie BeRCM of Trademarks

Because trademarks tee an integral part of free-market economies . their significance oven
remains unnoticed . In examining a trademark's worth, it should be viewed from tw o
parspectivos .

a the trademark's general benefit . indeed its incalculable benefit, in
molding a productive and efficient economy ; and

a the trademark's contribution to the direct and indirect job creation
: capability of a manufacturer .

Those trademarks that are adequately protected under a jurisdiction's laws provide us moaning
and assurance in a complex world marketplace, Trademarks have meaning because they are
identifiers and symbols. They are words . names, logos and sometimes even sounds that enable
consumers to distinguish one company's goods or services from those of its competitors .
Trademarks are used in virtually every type of product and service, from basic commodities such
as bananas to industrial products such as airplane puts. A trademark, because it may be
composed of numerous elements, includes the package design (trade dress) . For example, the
distinctive rrllrw pisekage of Kodak"' `lm is just as much of a trademark as is the word,name
Kodak".

That meaning, given through product differentiation and identification, bridges the gap between
the consumer and manufacturer where the distribution of goods has extended to cover vast
portions of the globe. In other words, because the modern practice of Self-service retailing takes
the consumer even further from the production source, the identification of the desired goods
or services has become essential if consumers are to routinely and quickly select the product that
meets their needs and expectations .
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Trademarks also offer a guarantee of consistency in product and/or service standards . Reputable
manufacturers realize that they canm,i afford to sacrifice the value of their trademarks by
lowering such standards . Whether brands are marketed in one or one hundred countries, are
firmly established or still seeking their niche, or are manufactured to satisfy general or local
tastes and standards, they carry the same benefits of meaning and assurance.

Attempting to quantify the precise value of these benefits to the domestic and international
economies Is u futile as endeavoring to determine the monetary value of the wheel . However.
uadenarira provide the Impetus for the trademark owner to offer Its goods and services at a
consistent level which, in turn, permits consumers to discover meaning and maintain faith in the
marketplace. It makes the world smaller by increasing economic interdependence while
simultaneously increasing the size of various markets .

At the local level, trademarks significantly contribute to job creation at all levels -- from factory
floor txhaicians and sales clerks, to marketing and package design profeulonals . Examples of
some of the jobs that art dependent upon trademarked goods include.

Fgr Manufacturer's- brand management positions . market researchers,
in-house legal counsel, graphic artists. sales managers, logistics
personnel, factory workers .

For Su;Mjigu-- Marketing consultants, outside legal counsel and, -
parelagals, trademark search, firms, market research firms . advertising
agencies, publishers, communications managers.

a For Distabutors/Retailcrs-- distribution managers, truck drivers, sales
clerks, warthousers, freight handlers .

For every new branded product launched . the potential for creating new jobs, not to mention the
substuttiadort for current levels of employment. increases exponentially. The spin-offs from
providing consumers with differentiated products of reliable consistency in standards provides
manufacturers, suppliers and retailers with an opportunity to satisfy the consumer's needs while
expanding the economic wealth of the local community . Governments, in turn, benefit from the
increased revenue base resulting from individual and corporate income taxes, as well as sales
and property taxes .

t .w~tel Harm Floes PIAtr~l'acka a Counterfeits

To reemphasize, trademarks are important to the public consumer as they provide two primary
functions:

Trademarks assure consistency of the contents of the goods .
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I Trademarks provide a m .-ins by which proper accountability by those
responsible for the goods i :, assured .

Therefore, reducing a company's ability to distinguish its goods from others in the marketplace
may lad to an increase in the can of deception and lessen the role trademarks play in affording
accountability of the company for its goods.

If any industry is forced to package its goods in a generic or plain mariner, the copying of these
packages is fadiitated, giving rise to the possibility of counterfeit goods reaching the
marketplace. Two negative consequences result touching on matters of public interest or public
policy. First, it facilitates deception of the public as to the source or origin of the goods .
Secoatd, it may reduce the accountability of a manufacturer or railer for their goods and their
content;. Indeed, one of the issues currently occupying the minds of the public today relates to
the contents of tobacco products. By facilitating the introduction of counterfeit goods, it
becomes more difficult to track goods of dubious origin . Even the most fervent anti-smoking
advocates must consider the risks associated with increasing the ease by which derepaon as to
source and quality might occur against the unproven benefits of plain packaging .

TlIdgmllrk EM&Ulon is Essentia t

INrA's mission of ensuring that trademarks, no matter their origin, familiarity or purpose, are
protected as es ential instruments of commerce also is shared by consumers and legitimate
businesses alike. Loss of protection means loss of me ningful choice and of the assurance of
standards of product or service consistency . Without adequate protection, trademarks will no
longer be able to perform their obvious economic functions of facilitating trade, promoting
efficiency, and preserving and creating employment.

Again, .1N1'A urges the Standing Committee on Health to consider the deleterious ramifications
of plain packaging requirements. We believe that public health policy should not be made by
restricting long established intellectual property rights that historically have proven to be
beneficial to the public .

The Association would be pleased to work with you or provide any further information you may
need on this matter . Please do not hesitate to can me at (612) 540-2281 or to call David Clarke,
a member of INTA's Board of Directors, at (613) 232-1781 . Thank you for this opportunity
to provide input to the Committee's deliberations .

Sincerely yours ,

0.131.1
chard M . Berman

President

cc: David E. Clarke . Esq .

TOTAL P .07
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